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• 1000x less photo-damage to sample

• 1000x faster acquisition

• 2x better axial resolution

Litone LBS Light Sheet System
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Two-color 3D image of the tubulin (green) and mitochondria (red) captured with LBS technology

Illumination strategy of Litone™ LBS  

light sheet system



Litone LBS Light Sheet System
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Thin (but short) or Long (but thick) light sheet created by 

swept Gaussian beam (or cylindrical lens)

Ultrathin long LBS in Litone system

Tubulin    Mitochondria Tubulin    Mitochondria

LBS provides improved optical sectioning and SNR than 

traditional SPIM at cellular level. Scale bars: 3um
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1, Sample Holder

2, Imaging Bath

3, Detection Obj.

4, Excitation Obj.

5, Scan Stage



Litone LBS Lightsheet System
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1The parameter is for Nikon 25x LWD objective.
2The parameter indicates the maximum size of sample that can be hosted by the system. Note that the actual imaging depth 

strongly depends on the optical property of the specimen
3Determined by the speed of sCMOS camera; Reduce the image height can linearly increase the acquisition speed e.g. 1000 

frames/s at 480  2048 pixels
4The parameter is given for a system calibrated for sample size up to 30μm
5The temporal resolution depends on the volume of image and mode of scan (refer to “acquisition modes”). The parameter is 

for imaging a 30 um by 30 um by 50 um volume with 250 slices in sample scan mode
6Epi fluorescent mode offers larger field of view with LED illumination for targeting the FOV before 3D imaging in LBS mode.
7In general, sample scan can be 4 times faster than the objective scan; Objective scan is more suitable for imaging larger 

samples with size over 100um.


